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KUSA-TV AND THE DENVER POST'S COMBINED REPLY IN SUPPORT OF THEIR
RESPECTIVE REQUESTS FOR EXPANDED MEDIA COVERAGE (C-134 AND C-135)
Television station KUSA-TV, on behalf of itself and the Denver Media Group, and The
Denver Post, on behalf of itself and Associated Press, Getty Images and Colorado state
newspapers (collectively, "Petitioners"), reply as follows in support oftheir respective requests
that expanded media coverage ("EMC") be permitted for the trial in this case scheduled to
commence on Monday, December 8, 2014 at 9:00a.m. before this Court:

I.

Introduction

On August 25,2014, KUSA-TV requested that the Court grant it permission to
provide coverage of the trial in this matter through one television camera with a distribution
point located outside the courtroom pursuant to Rule 2, Chapter 38 of Colorado Supreme Court
Rules relating to judicial supervision of expanded media coverage of court proceedings,
(Colorado Supreme Court Rule Change 2010(14), adopted June 24, 2010, effective July 1, 2010)
(hereinafter "EMC rule").
1.

2.
On August 26, 2014, The Denver Post requested that the Court grant it
permission to conduct EMC still photography of this trial, using one camera, as the pool
representative for all print media outlets.
3.
These requests are opposed by both the defendant Mr. Holmes and the People
Gointly "the EMC Opponents"). Although most of the EMC Opponents' concerns center on the
presence of television cameras in the courtroom, they also broadly oppose the presence of a lone
still camera in the courtroom as well. Given the EMC Opponents' blanket objection to all EMC,
for the sake of judicial efficiency, KUSA-TV and The Denver Post jointly file this single reply in
support of their respective requests. Of course, Petitioners recognize that the Court must consider
each component of each Petition separately, and consider any limitations it may place on such
requests, individually and on a witness-by-witness basis.
4.
Notwithstanding the EMC Opponents' stated positions that all camera access to
any criminal trial inherently compromises fair trial rights, decorum and solemnity, pursuant to
EMC rule, this Court has discretion to authorize EMC after consideration of the three factors
expressly enumerated in the rule. Further, the rule also gives the trial court authority to "restrict
or limit expanded media coverage as may be necessary to preserve the dignity of the court or to
protect the parties, witnesses, or jurors." In other words, to the extent the Court has any concerns
regarding a blanket approval of expanded media coverage, the Court is expressly authorized to
craft more particular restrictions or limitations - above and beyond those set forth in the rule - to
address any specific or special concerns.
5.
The EMC Opponents make a variety of irrelevant and unsupported arguments in
an effort to defeat Petitioners' requests entirely, but they have jointly failed to make an adequate
showing that a single video camera and/or a single still camera in the courtroom will interfere
with fair trial rights, unduly detract from the solemnity of the proceedings, or create adverse
effects greater than those that may result from traditional media coverage -the three factors set
forth in the EMC rule. Having failed to produce evidence sufficient to satisfy even one of these
three factors, the EMC opponents have not overcome the presumption in favor of open coverage
recognized in People v. Wieghard, 727 P.2d 383, 386 (Colo. App. 1986), cert. denied (finding
that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in holding that the presumption was in favor of
open coverage and that a party opposing such coverage has the burden of proving adverse effects
therefrom).
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II.

Petitioners' Requests for Expanded Media Coverage Are Made Under the EMC
Rule, Not Under the First Amendment.

6.
Both Mr. Holmes and the People spend an inordinate amount of space in their
respective opposition briefs arguing that there is no First Amendment right to televise a trial.
Whether accurate or inaccurate, the EMC Opponents' First Amendment argument is irrelevant
and unnecessary, as Petitioners do not rely on the First Amendment in making their respective
EMC requests. Neither request mentions or refers in any way to the First Amendment.
7.
As this Court is well aware, the Colorado Supreme Court has adopted Rule 2,
Chapter 38 ofthe Colorado Supreme Court Rules to govern the use ofEMC in Colorado.
Petitioners' requests are made pursuant to Colorado's Rule 2, not the First Amendment. Under
Rule 2, its progeny, and the ensuing case law, there is a presumption in favor of open coverage
of certain court proceedings unless a party opposing such coverage proves that there is a
reasonable likelihood that expanded media coverage would (a) "interfere with the rights of the
parties to a fair trial," (b) "unduly detract from the solemnity, decorum and dignity of the court,"
or (c) create adverse effects that would be greater than those caused by traditional media
coverage. " 2
8.
Rule 2 was adopted to reflect Colorado's longstanding recognition of the
importance of open courts and the educational benefits of allowing the public to watch judicial
proceedings. As KUSA cited in its Request for Expanded Media Coverage, two former justices
of the Colorado Supreme Court have made it clear that the highest court in this state encourages
expanded media coverage because of the importance of open courts and the educational benefits
associated with allowing the public to see criminal trials in particular.
9.
The first case in which cameras were permitted to cover a criminal trial in
Colorado occurred in October 1984 through an experimental program predating the adoption of
the EMC rule. Since then, "many high-profile trials have been televised, along with numerous
sentencing hearings, advisements, and arraignments. A number of these cases were appealed,
1

In addition to being irrelevant, Mr. Holmes' First Amendment argument relies on a
United States Supreme Court case (Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965) that was effectively
overruled by Florida v. Chandler, 449 U.S. 560, 586 (1981) (Stewart, J., concurring in the result)
("The court in Estes found that the admittedly unobtrusive presence of television cameras in a
criminal trial to be inherently prejudicial, and thus violative of due process oflaw. Today the
Court reaches precisely the opposite conclusion."); see id. at 588 (White, J., concurring in the
judgment) (stating that the court's decision in Chandler "effectively eviscerates Estes").
2

Although Mr. Holmes disputes "any suggestion by the media that the Court should
assume some sort of 'presumption' in favor oftelevising the trial," he offers no authority
questioning or overturning the Court of Appeals' express finding in Wieghard that there was no
abuse of discretion in allowing EMC and the trial court's applying a presumption in favor of
expanded coverage.
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but none has been overturned on the basis that EMC was granted." Rudy E. Verner & Steven D.
Zansberg, "Expanded Media Coverage in Colorado Courts," The Colorado Lawyer, Vol. 40, No.
9, Page 39. KUSA attached to its request as Exhibit C a partial list of cases in which EMC has
been granted in Colorado trials and sentencings without any problems. An updated version of
that list which includes cases post-2008 is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
10.
Mr. Holmes appears to take issue with the Colorado Supreme Court's EMC rule
in general, not just as it applies to his case. Relying largely on two commentators' criticisms of
televised trials, Mr. Holmes argues that trial coverage should not be allowed because the media's
"primary goal is to attract viewers and make money," not "to educate and enlighten the public on
the functioning of the criminal justice system" and therefore ''televised coverage of a trial will
invariably be produced and packaged in such a way as to generate ratings and produce income
for networks." Even if Mr. Holmes' characterization of the media's motivation were true (which
it is not), that would not weigh against expanded media coverage, as Mr. Holmes suggests.
Indeed, the media's motivation for providing coverage is irrelevant. The Supreme Court has
made clear that when free speech is at stake, the distinction between "entertainment" and
"education" is too "elusive" to draw. In other words, "'what is one man's amusement, teaches
another's doctrine."' Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 U.S. 495, 510 (quoting Winters v. New
York, 333 U.S. 507, 510 (1948)).
11.
In essence, Mr. Holmes argues that no criminal trial should be televised- everbecause television is inferior "as a means of educating and informing viewers." According to
Mr. Holmes, a single courtroom camera does not accurately depict the atmosphere of the
courtroom, the camera can affect the viewer's judgment about a witness's credibility (unfairly),
and, in his estimation, all television media has a tendency to "exaggerate the insignificant while
trivializing what is important." Were Mr. Holmes' generic arguments- that EMC necessarily
and uniformly has a negative impaCt and does not serve any legitimate public good - valid, then
the Colorado Supreme Court plainly erred when it authorized EMC for criminal trials.
12.
That, of course, is not the state of the law in Colorado. The EMC rule has been
adopted and endorsed by the Colorado Supreme Court and has been repeatedly applied by
Colorado district court judges to allow expanded media coverage in this state, without any
significant documented problem, for many years.
13.
The People profess to "recognize that [generally,] expanded media coverage can
be a valuable tool for the citizens of this state, and indeed the country, to expose what happens in
a public courtroom." Nevertheless, the People contend that this is not an appropriate case for
expanded coverage "because witnesses may behave differently knowing that their testimony ...
will be televised on a nationwide or even a worldwide basis" and that "expanded media coverage
for this trial will have extremely negative effects on the victims and other witnesses."
14.
Like Mr. Holmes, the People's reasoning applies with equal force (or lack of it) to
every criminal case, and certainly to any multiple homicide trial. There is nothing unique to the
witnesses in this case (either law enforcement officers, medical professionals, expert witnesses,
or victims of horrific violence) as compared to other cases involving homicide or attempted
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homicide that might make them behave differently knowing that their testimony will be televised
or photographed.
15.
And there is nothing unique to the present case, as compared to any other violent
and deadly crime, that will cause the witnesses and the victims to suffer "extremely negative
effects" from having their testimony televised. Indeed, many of the surviving
victims/eyewitnesses voluntarily spoke on camera with members of the press in the days, weeks,
and months following Mr. Holmes' fatal assault on July 20, 2012. See, e.g., exhibit attached to
Media Petitioners' Response to People's Motion to Redact All Victims' Names (P-24)
(providing merely illustrative sample of such media appearances by victims, only two months
after the shooting). Thus, while the People profess to support expanded media coverage in
general, their arguments reveal that, like Mr. Holmes, they actually take issue with the Supreme
Court rule itself.
16.
Before denying expanded media coverage, Colorado's courts require some proof,
on a case-by-case basis, that the harms complained of 1 are likely to be realized if camera
coverage is authorized. In this case, both Mr. Holmes and the People offer only rank speculation
in place of evidence, and thus they fail to satisfy their burdens under the Rule of demonstrating
that EMC should not be authorized.

III.

There is No Reasonable Likelihood that EMC Would Interfere with Fair Trial
Rights.

17.
Both the EMC Opponents contend that fair trial rights will be jeopardized by
expanded media coverage because victims and witnesses may be "intimidated by the prospect of
testifying at trial" if they know their testimony will be broadcast for the world to see;
accordingly, the EMC Opponents speculate, otherwise cooperative witnesses may withdraw their
cooperation ifEMC is granted. Further, both parties cite to alleged past instances ofharassment
of victims and witnesses in this case and predict that expanded media coverage would exacerbate
the problem, thereby making witnesses even more reluctant to testify. Neither of these
contentions, however, has merit.

A.

The EMC Opponents' Professed Concerns Over Witness Cooperation Are
Not Supported.

18.
The EMC Opponents' fears ofuncooperative witnesses as a result ofEMC are not
supported by any evidence they have offered. None of the statements of any potential witness
proffered by either party represents that "If EMC is granted for this trial, I will refuse to testijj; if
I am asked or subpoenaed," or even "I will be reluctant to testify truthfully at trial ifl know for
certain that my testimony will be photographed or videotaped for publication (as opposed to
merely extensively reported upon in the news media)." Not one. Surely, if such a statement had
been received by the People in response to its soliciting the views of the victims, it would have
been among the unsworn excerpts the People have put before the Court.
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19.
Nor is there any merit to the EMC Opponents' unsupported speculation that
EMC presence in the court will affect the behavior of the victim witnesses inside the courtroom.
Numerous studies confirm that trial participants are not affected in any meaningful way by the
presence of cameras in the courtroom. For example, the State of California found that 75% of
trial participants surveyed were unaware of the camera's presence. See J. Stratton Shartel,
Cameras in the Courts: Early Returns Show Few Side Effects, 7 No.4 INSIDE LITIG. 1, 25 (1993)
("The most reputable surveys of real courtroom participants and the probable psychological
effects on witnesses and jurors indicate that television cameras don't adversely affect litigators,
judges, or jurors"). A New York study concluded that expanded media coverage had no impact
on the performance of attorneys or witnesses, and had not adversely affected any defendant's
right to a fair trial. See Report ofthe Committee on Audio-Visual Coverage of Court
Proceedings (May 1994); see also Report ofthe ChiefAdministrate Judge to the Legislature, the
Governor, and the Chief Judge of the State ofNew York on the Effect ofAudio-Visual Coverage
on the Conduct ofJudicial Proceedings 106 (March 1989) (same); Task Force on
Photographing, Recording, and Broadcasting in the Courtroom, California Administrative
Office of the Courts Report Summary (May 10, 1996) at 7 [hereinafter "CAOC Report
Summary"] (finding that 96% of judges who had experience with cameras in their courtroom
reported that the presence of a video camera did not affect the outcome of the trial in any way).
20.
Studies of televised criminal trials in Arizona, Florida, Hawaii, Kansas Maine,
Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Ohio and Virginia all found "that there was
virtually no negative impact on courtroom proceedings resulting from electronic media coverage.
These state studies concluded that fears about witness distraction, nervousness, distortion or
modification of testimony, fear of harm and reluctance to testify with electronic media present
were for the most part unfounded." Susan E. Harding, Note, Cameras and the Need for
Unrestricted Electronic Media Access to Federal Courtrooms, 69 S. CAL. L. REv. 827, 843
(1996) [hereinafter "Cameras and the Need for Access"].
21.
In fact, the evidence suggests that expanded media coverage will enhance, not
impair fair trial rights. For example, a study ofNew York's experience with cameras in the
courtroom found that cameras enhanced public scrutiny of the judicial system, "which works as a
safeguard, not threat, to the defendant's rights." See An Open Courtroom: Cameras in New York
Courts: 1995-1997 (April1997); see also Barber, The Problem ofPrejudice: A New Approach to
Assessing the Impact of Courtroom Cameras, 66 Jun. 248 (1983). As one commentator has
observed, "television coverage of what actually took place in the courtroom should actually
improve a defendant's opportunity to receive a fair trial, particularly in a high profile situation.
The best antidote to lawyers' 'spin control,' legal commentators' opinions, or any type of biased,
subjective publicity is to let the public view ... what actually occurs in the courtroom." Kelli
Sager & Karen Fredericksen, Televising the Judicial Branch: In Furtherance of the Public's
First Amendment Rights, 69 S. CAL. L. REv. 1519, 1548 (May 1996).
22.
Mr. Holmes' fear that witnesses will become uncooperative and unwilling to
testify if they know that their testimony will be televised makes little sense. Witnesses are
compelled to testify via subpoena and are thereafter sworn to tell the truth. Neither the defendant
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nor the People have provided any evidence that there is a single identified witness who would
either fail to honor a subpoena or fail to tell the truth simply because the trial was televised rather
than simply reported in print news media, in broadcast media from verbatim notes or publicized
transcripts or via Twitter or blogs by trial attendees. Certainly every witness in this case is likely
to already understand that his or her testimony will be reported on by national (and potentially
international) media, with or without a camera in the courtroom. A witness willing to disobey a
court subpoena and risk being found in contempt will just as likely do so without the presence of
a camera that accurately records what transpires herein.
23.
Moreover, the fact that a witness's testimony will be broadcast outside of the
confines of the courtroom should provide a greater incentive for the witness to tell the truth -to
the extent that an incentive is necessary beyond the oath that the witness takes to tell the truth.
Indeed, the empirical evidence uniformly concludes that witnesses are equally able to testify in
EMC and non-EMC settings. See Harding, Cameras and the Need for Access, 69 S.Cal. L. Rev.
at 842-43 (citing to California and other state surveys in summarizing the evidence). If anything,
providing public access to the trial through a televised broadcast (as several of the victims have
urged) and/or still camera access should discourage, rather than encourage, perjury, misconduct
and bias.

B.

The So-Called "Privacy" Rights Of Trial Witnesses Is Either Non-Existent
Or Greatly Overstated.

24.
The People's concern about protecting the victims' and witnesses' right to privacy
is misplaced, because it is firmly established that (absent some rare and unique circumstances,
not present here) witnesses who testify in open court in a criminal trial do not have a right of
privacy with respect to that testimony. As the United States Supreme Court has explained:
A trial is a public event. What transpires in the court room is public property ....
Those who see and hear what transpired can report it with impunity. There is no
special perquisite of the judiciary which enables it, as distinguished from other
institutions of democratic government, to suppress, edit, or censor events which
transpire in proceedings before it.
Craig v. Harney, 311 U.S. 367, 374 (1947); see also Cox Broad Cop. v. Cohn, 420 U.S. 469,
492-93 (1975) ("there is no liability [for invasion of privacy] for giving publicity to facts about
the plaintiffs life that are matters of public record").

25.
The Colorado Supreme Court likewise has recognized that "when one becomes
identified with an occurrence of public or general interest [such as a criminal trial], he emerges
from his seclusion and it is not an invasion of his 'right to privacy' to publish his photograph or
to otherwise give publicity to his connection with that event. The law does not recognize a
right of privacy in connection with that which is inherently a public matter." In reHearings
Concerning Canon 35 of the Canons ofJudicial Ethics, 296 P.2d 465, 470 (Colo. 1956)
(emphasis added). Thus, while it is true that none of the witnesses volunteered to be thrust into
the criminal justice system or the public light, the fact is they have been. They are witnesses
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who will testify under oath in a very public forum. To the extent that any particular witness'
testimony may divulge highly personal, sensitive, or embarrassing matters that are deemed by
the court to be irrelevant and stricken (after the fact), the Court is authorized to impose additional
restrictions on EMC as appropriate under the circumstances.
26.
But the obvious truth is that even in the absence of any audio or visual coverage
of the trial, the victims' and witnesses' names have already been repeatedly publicized- many
times voluntarily by the victims and witnesses themselves. The victims' and witnesses'
identities are known (as disclosed in this court's publicly available file) and will continue to be
known, even in the absence of cameras in the courtroom. Their testimony in open court will be
reported in detail, even in the absence of a video or still camera. And, their photographs have
been, and will be taken, even if not inside the courtroom, as it is the press' and public's First
Amendment right to take such photographs in public places. See, e.g, Fordyce v. City ofSeattle,
55 F.3d 436, 439 (9th Cir. 1995) (recognizing the "First Amendment right to film matters of
public interest"); Smith v. City ofCumming, 212 F.3d 1332, 1333 (11th Cir.2000) ("The First
Amendment protects the right to gather information about what public officials do on public
property, and specifically, a right to record matters of public interest.")
C.

Concerns About Witness Intimidation Are Overblown and Any Such
Concerns Can be Addressed Through Alternative Means.

27.
The examples of alleged witness intimidation and harassment cited by Mr.
Holmes and the People are despicable and disturbing. It is unfortunate that there are cruel and
mentally unstable members of our society who engage in such acts. But as despicable and
disturbing as those examples are, they occurred in the absence of televised coverage. Thus, they
conclusively prove that intimidators, stalkers and harassers will behave badly even if no camera
coverage of the trial occurs. But these aberrant acts of a handful of lawbreakers should not serve
as the basis for denial ofEMC.
28.
Indeed, there are readily available means to combat and address such despicable
and unlawful conduct by a discreet minority without denying the general public the opportunity
to observe this court's proceedings without their traveling to the courthouse, and waiting in line
for a chance to obtain a seat in the gallery. As this Court has previously recognized, there are
"methods of protection available to witness[es] and victims, including, but not limited to, C.R.S.
§ 13-14-102 (civil protection orders), C.R.S. § 18-9-111 (criminal harassment), C.R.S. § 18-8707 (tampering with a witness or victim), and C.R.C.P. 365 (injunctions, restraining orders, and
orders for emergency protection)." Order Re: Media's Motion to Unseal Redacted Information
(Victims' Identities) (C-13), at 8. "Any victim or witness can seek assistance from the District
Attorney's Office, the county courts, or the local police station to bring criminal charges or to
obtain a protection order if that individual believes he or she has been stalked, threatened,
assaulted, or harassed." Id Thus, the possible intimidation or harassment of witnesses, while
unfortunate, is not a reason to deny expanded media coverage.
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D.

The Wishes of the Victims Are Neither Dispositive Nor Uniform.

29.
Similarly, the opposition of some of the alleged victims, which has been heavily
emphasized by the People in their opposition brief, should have no bearing on the Court's
analysis under Rule 2. In contrast to previous versions of the EMC rule that expressly required
the consent of all parties and participants, Rule 2 contains no such provision. Instead of giving
the defendant or any other party veto power, the present rule vests discretion in the trial judge to
authorize coverage upon consideration of the specifically enumerated factors.
30.
Moreover, as the People pointed out, the victims are not unanimous in their
opposition to expanded media coverage. A significant percentage of the responding victims
either desire or do not oppose television coverage. Those victims articulate valid and persuasive
reasons for desiring a televised trial. If the Court denies expanded media coverage simply
because some of the victims object to it, the Court will be elevating the wishes of certain victims
over those of the others and will eviscerate the express discretion given to the Court by the rule.
31.
Many of the victims who are quoted in the People's opposition brief state that
they oppose EMC because they do not want Mr. Holmes' acts to garner even more media
attention, which they believe was the intent and object of his acts. While those victims are
certainly entitled to hold and espouse that view, it is not a basis recognized by the EMC rule as
justifying denial of the citizens' rights to be able to observe for themselves what transpires in this
courtroom.

E.

The EMC Opponents' Concerns Over Jury Integrity are Unfounded.

32.
Mr. Holmes' argument that "[t]elevising the trial would also pose additional
threats to the integrity of the jury" is without merit. According to Mr. Holmes, ensuring that
jurors adhere to the Court's admonitions regarding the consumption of media will be "that much
more difficult if the media is permitted to televise the trial." Mr. Holmes apparently does not
trust the jurors to abide by the Court's publicity admonition. Under Colorado law, the Court is to
"presume that jurors follow the instructions that they receive." People v. Flockhart, 304 P.3d
227, 235 (Colo. 2013). As this Court has already articulated in its Order Regarding Defendant's
Request to Close Jury Selection to the Public (D-154-a-2), "[t]he Court's experience with
prospective jurors and seated jurors is not consistent with the parties' distrust." Moreover, from
a practical standpoint, the Holmes trial is likely to be a focus of discussion on every news
channel during the course of the trial, with or without expanded media coverage. Thus, jurors
will be forced to avoid news channels even if no EMC were granted.
33.
The People's argument that expanded media coverage will somehow be an
invasion of juror privacy is also unavailing. This Court has already made clear "(1) that the
prospective jurors' identity and contact information will not be accessible to the public or the
media; [and] (2) that the Court will not disclose the filled out questionnaires to the public or the
media." Id at 12. The jurors will be referred to by number, not name, throughout the trial. !d.
at 23. Further, the limitations of expanded media coverage already set forth in Rule 2 provide
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that there can be no expanded media coverage of jury voir dire and no close-up photography of
members of the jury.
34.
With or without expanded media coverage, jurors will be seen every day in court
by the media and by members of the public. Their pictures can be taken outside of the
courthouse even without expanded media coverage. Thus, a threatened invasion of "juror
privacy" does not justify denial of expanded media coverage.

F.

Gang Cases, Witness Murder Cases, and Federal Court Trials Are
Inapposite.

35.
Finally, the People's reliance on the judges' denial ofEMC in People v. Clark and
United States v. Moussaoui to justify a denial of Petitioners' requests in this case is completely
misplaced. Neither case is remotely similar to the issues in this case. The defendants in Clark
were gang members and one of the murder victims was a witness who had planned to testify
against defendants in a prior felony prosecution. One of the witnesses in the Clark case was
under the protection of the United States Marshal through the Federal Witness Security Program.
Given the unique facts ofthe case where a witness had already been killed, the Clark judge
denied the EMC requests as a matter of security of witnesses, jurors, court staff and members of
the public.
36.
In Moussaoui, the judge denied the media's request to record and telecast the trial
of a defendant accused of international terrorism. The judge's decision was explicitly grounded
in the strictures ofFederal Rule of Criminal Procedure 53, which expressly bans cameras and
audio broadcasting from federal criminal trials. In contrast, this Court is operating under a
completely different regime that specifically authorizes EMC unless a showing is made that
serious rights or interest are jeopardized. In light of the divergent presumptions under which the
Moussauoi judge and this Court are operating, the People's reliance on the Moussaoui decision is
misplaced.
In sum, neither the defendant nor the People have provided any evidence 37.
beyond pure speculation - that there is a reasonable likelihood that expanded media coverage
would interfere with the rights of the parties - be it the defendant, the victims or the witnesses to a fair trial.

IV.

There Is No Reasonable Likelihood that EMC Will Unduly Detract from the
Solemnity, Dignity, and Decorum of the Court.

38.
Relying largely on the O.J. Simpson trial fiasco, Mr. Holmes argues that allowing
expanded media coverage presents a "serious possibility" that the solemnity, decorum and
dignity of these proceedings will be undermined." Similarly, some of the victims told the DA
they feared this trial would devolve into the circus-like atmosphere of the O.J. Simpson
spectacle. That argument ignores the stark contrast between the participants in the Holmes case
and the participants in the Simpson case.
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39.
First, O.J. Simpson was a famous retired football star prior to being charged with
the first-degree murder of his ex-wife and her young lover. Public attention was focused on the
case much more because of the identity of the defendant than because of the crime that was
committed. Additionally, Mr. Simpson selected a "Dream Team" ofhigh-profile attorneys to
represent him. These attorneys sought out and thrived on media attention. In contrast, Mr.
Holmes was an unknown Ph.D. student at the time of his arrest. Public attention is focused on
this case not because of the pre-existing fame or celebrity ofthe defendant, but because of the
terrible acts he committed. Mr. Holmes is represented by public defenders, not a high-profile
team of attention-seeking private attorneys.
40.
Second, there is no reason to believe that this Court will depart from its practice to
date of running a judicious and controlled courtroom - a practice that critics view as paramount
in safeguarding the defendant's fair trial rights. See Judge Murray Richtel, The Simpson Trial: A
Timid Judge and a Lawless Verdict, 67 U. COLO. L. REv. 977, 981-82 (Fall1996) (attributing the
excesses and problems that pervaded the Simpson trial not to the presence of cameras, but to the
personal shortcomings of the judge); see also Rebecca Love Kourlis, Not Jury Nullification; Not
a Call for Ethical Reform; But Rather a Case for Judicial Control, 67 U. CoLo. L. REv. 1109,
1120 (1996) (explaining that the presiding judge must remain in control ofthe courtroom as he is
responsible for a trial's effectiveness and fairness); see also Task Force on Photographing,
Recording and Broadcasting in the Courtroom, California Administrative Office of the Courts
Report Summary (May 10, 1996) (finding that the overwhelming majority of California judges
surveyed three weeks after the conclusion of the O.J. Simpson trial reported that cameras did not
affect their ability to maintain courtroom order to control of proceedings).
41.
Third, there is no reason to believe that the defendants' counsel or the prosecution
will abandon their heretofore professional, reserved and focused demeanor. Thus, there is no
reason to believe that this case will descend into the carnival-like atmosphere that attended the
Simpson trial.
42.
In a study ofEMC in the federal courts, both judges and attorneys reported that
cameras had a minimal effect on courtroom decorum and the administration of justice. See
Molly Treadway Johnson & Carol Krafka, Federal Judicial Center, Electronic Media Coverage
of Federal Civil Proceedings: An Evaluation of the Pilot Program in Six District Courts and
Two Courts ofAppeals (1994) at 7, 25. The report concluded that cameras had no negative
influence on trial participants. Id. Studies in California and Louisiana revealed that
"conventional media (newspaper reporters and sketch artists), court personnel, spectators, and
people entering and leaving courtrooms were just as, if not more, noticeable than camera
equipment and personnel." Susanna Barber, News Cameras in the Courtroom: A Free PressFair Trial Debate 69 (1987). Similarly, a New York study found that "coverage was
unobtrusive, that it did not create undesirable noise or visual distractions, and that it did not
compromise the dignity of the proceedings." Report of the ChiefAdministrative Judge to the
Legislature, the Governor, and the ChiefJudge of the State of New York on the Effect ofAudioVisual Coverage on the Conduct ofJudicial Proceedings 106 (March 1989) [hereinafter "The
Rosenblatt Report"]; see also CAOC Report Summary 7 (February 16, 1996) (finding that in
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proceedings with electronic media coverage, conditions on the whole "proved to be just as calm
as conventional-only media conditions").
43.
In other high profile EMC cases, judges and participants reported that expanded
media coverage enhances the solemnity, dignity and decorum of the court, rather than detracts
from it. For example, in the high profile televised murder trial of Ted Bundy, who was accused
of killing two students at a Florida State sorority house, the presiding judge praised expanded
media coverage for making the courtroom less disruptive and more dignified: "I felt strongly
when the experiment began ... that we were going to lose all of those things we considered
sacrosanct ... it just isn't so. Modern minicameras don't interfere with the proceedings at all. I
will assure you that the sketch artists we used to have in the courtroom created more distraction
than any television camera off in the bank ofthe courtroom ever created. Once the trial gets
underway, you really can truly forget the presence ofthe camera. We haven't found any bad
effects from it." Prof. Susanna Barber, News Cameras in the Courtroom: A Free Press-Fair
Trial Debate 24 (1987) (quoting Judge Edward Cowart).
44.

As former Colorado Supreme Court Justice Otto Moore so aptly explained in

1956:
What harm could result from portraying by photo, film, radio and screen to the
business, professional and rural leadership of a community, as well as to the
average citizen regularly employed, the true picture of the administration of
justice? Has anyone been heard to complain that the employment of photographs,
radio and television upon the solemn occasion of the last Presidential
Inauguration or the Coronation of Elizabeth II was to satisfy an 'idle curiosity'?
Do we hear complaints that the employment of these modern devices of thought
transmission in the pulpits of our great churches destroys the dignity of the
service; that they degrade the pulpit or create misconceptions in the minds of the
public? The answer is obvious. That which is carried out with dignity will not
become undignified because more people may be permitted to see and hear.

Hearings Concerning Canon 35 of the Canons ofJudicial Ethics, 296 P.2d at 469.

V.

There Is No Reasonable Likelihood that EMC Would Create Adverse Effects
Greater than Those Caused by Traditional Media.

45.
Neither the defendant nor the People have presented any evidence, and have
suggested no credible reason to believe, that allowing cameras in the courtroom during the trial
would create any adverse effect greater than those caused by traditional media.
46.
As this Court has repeatedly recognized, the press and the public have a
constitutional right of access to criminal trials and related judicial proceedings. Accordingly,
there is no doubt that the public and the media will be present throughout the trial. Reporters
will take notes for verbatim news reports and will provide near instantaneous reportage through
Twitter and frequent blog updates. Members of the public and press will post dispatches to
- 12-

Facebook and other social media. Reporters will be stationed outside of the courthouse taking
photographs and recording video of those leaving the trial and seeking interviews with victims,
witnesses and others who have been in attendance at the trial. Such is their right under the First
Amendment. This will be true even without expanded media coverage.
4 7.
Witnesses' and victims' names will continue to be published even without
expanded media coverage.
48.
Should a witness chose to violate the Court's sequestration order and learn what
another witness has said in his or her testimony, (s)he will be able to do so even without
expanded media coverage.
49.
Each of the parade ofhorribles predicted by the EMC Opposers are equally as
possible as a result of traditional media coverage as they are as a result of expanded media
coverage. Put simply, expanded media coverage will not create adverse effects greater than
those caused by traditional media coverage of the trial.

VI.

Allowing Cameras in the Courtroom To Capture and Record the Actual Events
Unfolding Herein Will Greatly Benefit the Parties and the Public.

50.
There can be no doubt that the public's interest in this case runs deep. As the
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press pointed out in a letter to this Court dated October
2, 2013, "[t]his case and other recent mass shootings have prompted nationwide debate and
dialogue on a wide range of issues involving violence and mental health: the necessity of
requiring mental-health background checks before gun purchases; the efficacy of mental-health
treatment in this country; the role of universities in addressing psychiatric issues of students; and
the effects of violence in popular culture." These issues affect not just Colorado residents, who
may have the ability to attend the trial in person, but citizens all across the nation who will not
have the opportunity to personally attend the trial. Expanded media coverage will fill this gap
and will allow interested individuals from New York to California to observe the proceedings
first-hand without the risk of misinformation or inaccurate reporting.
51.
It is not an exaggeration to state that the trial in this case will be among the most
important and most carefully watched judicial proceedings in this state's history. Not only are
the crimes charged among the most counts of homicide and attempted homicide, the issues of
"not guilty by reason of insanity," the pursuit of capital punishment (against a backdrop of a state
that has temporarily suspended its imposition of that penalty), and conflicting psychiatric expert
testimony, all will loom large in the anticipated multi-month proceeding. How this Court, and
the larger criminal justice system, processes this criminal defendant- the conduct and testimony
of prosecutors, public defenders, witnesses, jurors, and the Court-are all of paramount public
interest, above and beyond the "ordinary" multiple homicide case. One would be hard-pressed,
indeed, to suggest another criminal case that legitimately warrants any greater claim to the focus
of public attention and discussion.
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52.
Relying on second-hand accounts of what has transpired in a court of law, no
matter how accurately and compellingly those proceedings are reported, is far less informative
than seeing and hearing first-hand a witness' testimony. See, e.g., Richmond Newspapers, Inc.
v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555, 597 n.22 (1980) ("[T]he availability of a trial transcript [or news
account] is no substitute for a public presence at the trial itself. As any experienced appellate
judge can attest, the 'cold' record is a very imperfect reproduction of events that transpire in the
courtroom." (Marshall, J., concurring)). See also United States v. Antar, 38 F.3d 1348, 1360
n.13 (3d Cir. 1994) (recognizing that "some information, concerning demeanor, non-verbal
responses, and the like, is necessarily lost in the translation of a live proceeding"); ABC, Inc. v.
Stewart, 360 F.3d 90, 100 (2d Cir. 2004) ("one cannot transcribe an anguished look or a nervous
tic," and "[t]he ability to see and to hear a proceeding as [it] unfolds is a vital component of the
First Amendment right of access- not. .. an incremental benefit"); Publicker Indus., Inc. v.
Cohen, 733 F.2d 1059, 1072 (3d Cir. 1984) (same).
53.
Indeed, direct, first-hand observation of the judicial system fulfills the
constitutional aspirations of the Framers for a transparent and accountable system of justice: "It
is desirable that the trial of causes should take place under the public eye ... because it is of the
highest moment that those who administer justice should always act under the sense of public
responsibility, and that every citizen should be able to satisfy himself with his own eyes as to the
mode in which a public duty is performed." Gannett Co. v. DePasquale, 443 U.S. 368, 429 n.IO
(1979) (Blackmun, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part), quoting Cowley v. Pulsifer, 137
Mass. 392 (1884) (Holmes, J.) (emphasis added).
54.
As Weld County District Court Judge Thomas J. Quammen recently observed
when granting the media's request for EMC of the sentencing of Vance Fulkerson, the
University of Northern Colorado professor who pleaded guilty to making surreptitious video
recordings of students using the bathroom in his home, "[t]he fact that we have a TV camera or a
newspaper representative here doesn't change the public nature of these proceedings ....
Anybody can come in here and observe what is happening. This isn't my court, this belongs to
the people ofthe State of Colorado .... The People have a right to know not only what the Court
does, they have a right to know how the Court does it, they have a right to know how their
prosecutors handle cases, and this is up for public review, up for public scrutiny.... " People v.
Fulkerson, Case No. 09-CR-1187, 38 MediaL. Rptr. (BNA) 1513 (Weld Cty. Dist. Ct., March 3,
2010).
55.
The benefits ofEMC articulated by Judge Quammen are especially important for
victims of this crime who either now live out of state or work full time and therefore do not have
the option of attending the trial in person every day. In fact, in a case such as this one, involving
such a tragic loss of human life and widespread injuries afflicting an entire community,
expanded media coverage can provide an important therapeutic service not only to the victims,
but to the public at large.
56.
Additionally, contrary to Mr. Holmes' assertion, expanded media coverage often
actually facilitates public acceptance and understanding of unpopular verdicts, particularly in
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high profiles cases. For example, in the widely publicized and divisive case of Ball v. New York,
in which four plain-clothes officers fired forty-one shots at unarmed West African immigrant and
street vendor Amadou Diallo, killing him, cameras in the courtroom were credited by thenmayor Rudolph Guiliani as the reason the public was able to accept a controversial verdict: "I
believe that that fact alone - the camera and television coverage of it - has changed the minds of
a lot of people about what happened, and again, reminds us of the wisdom oftrial by jury."
Henry Schlieff, Cameras in the Courtroom: A View in Support ofMore Access, Human Rights
14, 15 (Fall2010). Similarly, prominent defense attorney and law professor Alan Dershowitz
remarked: "I think justice is seen to be done when it is on television. For example, William
Kennedy Smith, I think if his case hadn't been on television, the American public would not
have accepted that verdict." See Harding, Cameras and the Need for Access, 69 S. CAL. L. REv.
at 845. In the same vein, the judge who presided over a high-profile murder case in which a
police officer was slain opined that "in fact, I believe that a camera in the courtroom fosters the
truth-seeking function of the process. That fosters accountability. And accountability is
especially significant in high profile cases which have captured the public 's interest and
attention." Jennifer L. Miller, Cameras in Courtrooms: the Lens of the Public Eye on Our
System ofJustice, 13 S.C. LAw. 25, 29 (March/April2002).
57.
In sum, neither the defendant nor the People has shown that the three interests
articulated in the EMC rule will be impaired if expanded media coverage is granted in this trial.
Instead, as Petitioners have demonstrated, expanded media coverage will benefit the parties' fair
trial rights, enhance the dignity and decorum of the Court, and not create adverse effects greater
than any that might be caused by traditional media coverage of the trial.
VII.

The Court Has Broad Discretion to Impose Any Restrictions Necessary.

58.
To the extent the Court has any concerns about a blanket grant of expanded media
coverage, the EMC rule gives the Court broad discretion to "restrict or limit expanded media
coverage as may be necessary to preserve the dignity of the court or to protect the parties,
witnesses, or jurors."
59.
"The broad discretion thus given the trial court affords ample protection against
abuses ofthe constitutional right of freedom of the press, and will lead to a cooperative effort as
between the judiciary and the press to protect, preserve, and portray the judicial process upon the
level of justice to which it actually attains." Hearings Concerning Canon 35 of the Canons of
Judicial Ethics, 296 P.2d at 472.
60.
In their requests, Petitioners have committed to fully abiding by the limitations
and restrictions already in place by the EMC rule. Petitioners recognize that a violation of the
express provisions of the EMC rule or the Court's orders on decorum may not only result in
immediate termination of the EMC grant, but could also potentially jeopardize future requests for
expanded media coverage in other cases. Thus, Petitioners have no intention or desire to step
outside the bounds approved by the Colorado Supreme Court. Accordingly, Petitioners do not
believe that any limitations beyond those already set forth in the EMC rule are necessary.
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Nevertheless, Petitioners will of course fully abide by any additional limitations or restrictions
imposed by this Court.

VIII. Conclusion.
61.
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioners respectfully request that EMC be granted
for the trial in this case.
Dated: September 9, 2014.
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EXHIBIT A

Cases in which EMC was granted and used.

People v. Mueller

Judge Francis Wasserman, taped, October 2013 (trial of man accused in
the suspicious drowning death of his wife).

People v. Bruner

Judge Mark D. Thompson, taped, July 2012 (trial and sentencing of man
accused, and convicted, of murdering his wife and depositing her beaten
and strangled corpse in the Blue River).

People v. Chavez

Judge Chris Melanokis, taped, June 2012 (negligent homicide trial of
mother of two who had seizure while driving, and crashed into another
vehicle, killing a family of five).

People v. Toll

Judge Maria Berkenkotter, taped, July 2010 (woman charged with
aggravated animal cruelty for taping dog to refrigerator).

People v. Clark

Judge Christina M. Habas, taped, April2010 (sentencing of gang member
convicted in New Year's Eve killing ofDenver Bronco cornerback
Darrent Williams).

People v. Snyder

Judge Dave Williams, taped, March 2010 (chess master charged with
violating probation and failing to register as sex offender after completing
jail sentence and fleeing to Mexico).

People v. Welch, Jr.

Judge Terence A. Gilmore, taped, March 2010 (dismissal of weapons and
marijuana charges arising out of no-knock search warrant raid).

People v. Lounsbury Judge John T. Bryan, taped, February 2010 (murder trial of woman
charged with shooting father and stepmother).
People v. Mayumi
Heene

Judge Stephen J. Schapanski, taped, December 2009 ("Balloon Boy"
case; mother charged with misdemeanor false reporting).

People v. Richard
Heene

Judge Stephen J. Schapanski, taped, December 2009 ("Balloon Boy" case;
father charged with attempting to influence a public servant).

People v. Taylor

Judge Christina M. Habas, taped, December 2009 (defendant plead guilty
to sexually assaulting two children; suspected of killing and chemically
cremating a third boy).

Churchill v. Univ. of Judge Larry J. Naves, taped, March-April2009 (civil suit by fired
Colorado
University of Colorado professor who compared victims of September
11th World Trade Center attacks to "little Eichmanns").

{00647656;v2}
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People v. Harnish

Judge Russell H. Granger, taped, November 2009 (defendant linked to
1976 rape and murder of teenager through DNA).

People v. Chavez

Judge Francis Wasserman, taped, February 2009 (sentencing of defendant
who beat a drunk driver to death after fatal collision had pleaded guilty to
reckless manslaughter).

People v. Roberts

Judge Marcelo Kopcow, taped, January 2009 (17-year old boy charged
with child abuse, knowingly/recklessly causing death of a 7-year old girl
by role-playing the game Mortal Kombat).

People v. Nelson

Judge Roger Klein, February-March 2008 (murder trial of police
dispatcher for killing her police officer/lover's wife).

People v. Cozad

Judge Marcelo Kopcow, taped, July 2007 (attempted murder charge
against UNC football player for stabbing fellow punter).

People v. Chambers

Presiding Disciplinary Judge William Lucero, taped, October 2006
(disciplinary case involving allegations that District Attorney had lied and
threatened prosecution to gain advantage in civil case).

People v.
Gomez-Garcia

Judge Naves, live, September 2006 (murder of one police officer and
serious wounding of another police officer; defendant fled to Mexico).

State v. Martinez

Judge Don Marshall, June 2005 (preliminary injunction hearing on
Colorado Consumer Protection Act for alleged fraud by contractor).

People v. Blagg

Judge David Bottger, March 2004 (husband accused of murdering his wife
and children and disposing of their bodies in a Grand Junction landfill).

People v. Garrison

Judge Terry Ruckriegle, March 2002 (case involving alleged axe murder
of wife by husband who buried her in backyard in Breckenridge).

People v. Cain

Judge Jane Tidball, taped, February 2002 (vehicular assault case involving
validity of car's "black box" record of last five seconds before crash).

People v. Hall

Judge David Lass, taped, November 2000 (case involving alleged reckless
skier who collided with and killed another skier).

People v. Ybanez

Judge Scott Lawrence, taped, October 1999 (murder trial of 17-year-old
boy charged with killing his mother).

People v. Geddes

Judge John McMullen, granted permission to tape the trial in February
1999 (murder trial of husband who claimed intruder killed his wife while

EXHIBIT A

she was upstairs and he was downstairs case was dismissed shortly before trial.

a la "The Fugitive"), but the

People v. Pfeifer

Judge Scott Lawrence, taped, August 1998 (retrial of vehicular homicide
case of defendant who had a history of prior accidents).

People v. Auman

Judge Nancy Rice, July 1998 (extended shooting rampage and police
chase through Denver ending in murder of police officer).

People v. Webb

Judge Warren Martin, taped, November 1997 (vehicular homicide trial of
driver of car that hit and killed new police officer).

People v. Kriho

Judge Henry Nieto, taped, June 1997 (contempt of court proceeding
against juror who did not disclose her opinions on drug laws during jury
selection).

People v. Tombs

Judge Warren Martin, taped, May 1997 (murder resulting from refusal to
allow babysitter to invite friends over for a party).

Lewis and Mathews Judge Herbert Stem, III, taped, Apri11996 (suit against Colorado
v. Colorado Rockies Rockies for right to distribute team programs on sidewalk in front of
Coors Field).
Roberts v. Scheriff

Judge Edward Simons, taped, July 1995 (defamation and invasion of
privacy case brought by manager of Denver Athletic Club).

People v. Harlan

Judge Philip Roan, June 1995 (defendant kidnapped and killed casino
waitress and paralyzed "Good Samaritan").

People v. Coit

Judge Richard Doucette, August 1994 (Steamboat Springs "Black
Widow" murder against woman whose prior husbands had also died under
suspicious circumstances).

People v. Davis

Judge Paul Markson, live, May 1994 (trial for murder of Tom Hollar and
attempted rape ofhis wife).

People v. Saiz

Judge Harlan Bockman, taped, November 1993 (murder trial raising
defense of battered wife syndrome).

People v. Fernandez Judge Terry Ruckriegle, August 1993 (murder trial for teenager charged
with killing a state patrolman).
People v. Clouatre

Judge Richard Spriggs, taped, July 1993 (trial for murder of son ofU. S.
District Court Judge).
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People v. Genrich

Judge Nicholas Massaro, Jr., January 1993 (Grand Junction pipe-bombing
murder).

Romer v. Evans

Judge Jeffrey Bayless, live, January 1993 (constitutionality of Amendment
2, which repealed existing gay rights laws in Colorado).

People v. King

Judge Richard Spriggs, live, May 1992 (defendant accused of murder of
four bank guards in United Bank of Denver).

People v. Reilly

Judge Stephen Phillips, taped, January 1992 (nurse shut off oxygen ending
the life of a terminally ill cancer patient).

People v. Hood

Judge Joseph Weatherby, taped, December 1991 (defendant's lover killed
defendant's spouse and claimed he "programmed" her to do it).

People v. Ciccarelli

Judge Richard Spriggs, taped, August 1991 (ethnic intimidation criminal
charge).

People v. Bergen

Judge Christopher Munch, live, July 1991 (television reporter accused of
staging pit bull fights).

People v. Wortham

Judge Lynn Hufnagel, April1988 (Capitol Hill rapist).

People v. Davis

Judge Harlan Bockman, July 1987 (capital case involving brutal murder
following abduction and rape of victim by husband and wife).

People v. Rodriguez Judge Connie Peterson, December 1986 (vicious murder, rape and
kidnapping of woman who pleaded for her life).
People v. Wieghard

Judge Murray Richtel, 1985 (murder and aggravated robbery trial of
defendant who asked jail-mate to kill eyewitness).

People v. Arevalo

Judge Murray Richtel, October 1984 (murder of baby by mother's
boyfriend where baby found buried in empty lot after months of searching
and mother's refusal to admit baby's death).

